
The Profile is Technically and
Conceptually Valid

The challenger and the first-round jurors have over-interpreted the registry policy. Let us first recall 
the rules regarding how the address should be displayed (bold emphasis added):

4. Video of the submitter displaying a sign with his Ethereum address  -  Required

- The sign should display in a readable manner the full Ethereum address of the 
submitter (No ENS; no ellipsis). The sign can be a screen. The submitter must show 
the sign in the right orientation to be read on the video.

[…]

So, to summarize, the rules’ only explicit requirements are that the address be:
1. readable
2. full
3. correctly-oriented

This is not to say that the jury can never use common sense to reject a profile that does not violate 
an explicit rule of the policy if it clearly goes against the spirit of these rules. For instance the 
following signs are technically correct if we only rule on the letter of the law in the strictest sense, 
since the address appears in full in each, but they should certainly be rejected. I have highlighted the
submitter’s address for readability but the highlighting should not be considered to be part of the
example:

1.

Should be rejected because it is not clear whether the extra 9 is part of the address or not. If 
we count the number of characters we can tell that there is one too many character in the 
address, but who is to say it is the last one?

2.

Should be rejected, because although displaying several addresses is not explicitly 
disallowed, doing so clearly contravenes to the (implicit) purpose of displaying an address 
in the first place, which is to physically associate a single of the submitter’s addresses –their
profile’s address– with themselves.

3.

Should probably be rejected because it is purposefully making the address hard to find 
among a bunch of nonsense.

0x81A1DE9646D11147ca8Fa71a44F61Bf43F91e4949

0x81A1DE9646D11147ca8Fa71a44F61Bf43F91e494
0x34Bec78b6d155e14060b3a38a8497D560F45D30e
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On the other hand, the following should not be rejected:

4.

Should be accepted since in this case the extra text on the sign does not cause any 
confusion AND there is no rule against displaying other text alongside the address. It 
could be argued that this would make OCR (automated character recognition) on the address
slightly more difficult but it is not Kleros’ role to decide what use cases should be optimized 
for and how, but the contract writer’s.

5.

Should be accepted for the same reasons as 4.: the extra ‘x’ does not cause any confusion 
AND there is no rule against displaying other text alongside the address.

This last sign’s text is of course the same as the one displayed in the case at hand. Since ‘x’ is not a 
hexadecimal character (0-9, a-f), it cannot cause any confusion.

In conclusion, this profile conforms to both the spirit and the letter of the rules, and there is 
therefore no basis for rejecting it. For the jury to do so would be for it to overstep its purpose, which
is to enforce contracts as they are written, applying common sense when necessary, but no more 
than that.

My address is 0x81A1DE9646D11147ca8Fa71a44F61Bf43F91e494!

0x81A1DE9646D11147ca8Fa71a44F61Bf43F91e494x


